Do Differences in Password Policies Prevent Password Reuse?
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Abstract
Password policies were originally designed to make users pick stronger passwords. However, research has shown that they often fail to achieve this goal. In a systematic audit of the top 100 web sites in Germany, we explore if diversity in current real-world password policies prevents password reuse. We found that this is not the case: we are the first to show that a single password could hypothetically fulfill 99% of the policies under consideration. This is especially problematic because password reuse exposes users to similar risks as weak passwords. We thus propose a new approach for policies that focuses on password reuse and respects other websites to determine if a password should be accepted. This re-design takes current user behavior into account and potentially boosts the usability and security of password-based authentication.
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Introduction
While many alternatives exist, passwords are still the standard method for authentication on the web and will remain
so for the foreseeable future [3]. Since user-name and password based authentication is easy to implement, and since no alternative can satisfactorily replace them yet, the number of websites offering this authentication method is ever-growing. However, this growth in user accounts comes at a high price in terms of usability and security for the users. To manage so many accounts, users develop a variety of coping strategies. Most commonly, users choose secrets they can easily remember to remain independent of external management tools like written notes or password management software [18].

While this behavior is convenient, it also puts users at risk. Sophisticated attackers can quickly guess common passwords and their modifications [1, 12, 20]. Service providers try to mitigate the issue by enforcing a list of requirements upon the users’ passwords. Those password composition policies make users come up with new passwords in case their preferred option is disqualified. Consequently, users continue to create new passwords until they have a sufficient set to fulfill most policies [8]. Florêncio and Herley have shown that a user maintains about five to seven passwords [6]. According to their large scale study, this small set of passwords is used to log into many different websites, thus reuse was identified as another coping strategy.

Since it is virtually impossible to remember a strong unique password for every account, password reuse is reasonable from a usability perspective [7]. However, if users are unaware of the websites that share the same credentials, password reuse can put them through much more trouble than weak passwords alone. If the password database of one service leaks, the affected service can prompt the users to change the corresponding password to secure the account after the leak is detected. All other accounts sharing the same credentials, however, are still at risk [9]. To secure those, users will have to first identify them and manually change the passwords which is a tedious process that many are unwilling to undertake.

In our work, we focus on the effect of password policies on password reuse. The research community has not reached consensus on the “best” policy to recommend to service providers. In some cases, the recommendations are even contradictory (cf. [2] and [14]). At this point, there is a shortcoming on specific data about actual password policies in the wild.

To obtain an overview about password policies in practice, this paper investigates the policies of the top 100 German websites according to Alexa.com1. Afterwards, we evaluate their effectiveness against password reuse and found that it was easily possible to come up with passwords that could be shared among 99 percent of the tested sites. We conclude that the diversity in policies is currently unable to mitigate risks caused by password reuse. We contribute a methodology to test real-world policies and results from its application to a large number of websites. Moreover, we present an approach to help users minimize risks through password reuse. Our concept does not require to create a unique password for each account, but prevents sharing secrets across different website categories.

Related Work
A lot of research around passwords has been conducted in the past few decades. The community explained why people tend to use rather poor passwords and fail to create good ones [3], analyzed password reuse [5] and showed how users’ behavior would have to change to become well-protected [13].

Part of the research focused on the analysis of real-world passwords and their weaknesses. Weir et al. used millions of passwords from password database breaches to estimate their strength [20]. They observed that leaked passwords would not even withstand online attacks, in which attackers are usually limited in the amount of guesses they can make at a time [3]. Bonneau et al. also discussed this and put the predictability of user chosen passwords to the test [1]. The passwords were created under real-world circumstances, i.e. with real-world policies.

Inglesant and Sasse question the merit of common password policies [11]. They observed that users struggle with them and discuss the disadvantages of ignoring HCI design principles when administrators impose unusable password policies [11]. Supporting their argument, it was shown numerous times that stricter policies challenge the users a lot, often without the desired security benefits [13, 15, 16].

Wang and Wang evaluated the effectiveness of 50 policies against online guessing [19]. They found a large spectrum of policies at high-traffic sites in the US and China, and again showed that those policies often fail to make users create reasonably strong passwords. In contrast to their work, we focus on examining password reuse and give concrete recommendations for a policy re-design.

### Table 1: Excerpt from our password set (shortened for layout purposes). We identified 46 passwords that were suitable to audit the policy of a website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Password (-part)</th>
<th>Test case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aaa</td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123456</td>
<td>digits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>123456789a</td>
<td>alphanumeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a123456789</td>
<td>digit positions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>password</td>
<td>dictionary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>password with space</td>
<td>spaces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa1! '#%&amp;()&quot;+-,:&lt;</td>
<td>ASCII / complex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aa1ÁÂÄÅÆÇÈÉÌÍÎÏÑÒÓÙÚÜÝœåߴ箃</td>
<td>extended ASCII</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>αβγδεζηθικλμνξοπρστυϕχψωΓΔΔ</td>
<td>Unicode</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Distribution of complexity classes. Most of the examined websites (65%) require only a minimum length. ‘Other’ encapsulates all sites with additional, sometimes unique restrictions and requirements.

### Stage 1: Identification of Passwords

We started out with a set of 15 passwords that we constructed from guidelines and suggestions from the literature (e.g. [17]). We tried to create accounts wherever possible with this list of passwords. In case the registration failed, we identified the source and tried to modify the password to fulfill the policy. We added the modified password to our list. Moreover, some sites specifically indicated black- and white-listed symbols or rules like maximum length. We added new passwords to our list that violated the rules. This allows us to later check if they would also violate the policies of other websites. In this first stage, a set of **46 passwords** was identified (cf. Table 1)

### Stage 2: Policy Evaluation with Test Set

We proceeded by re-checking account creation with the password armory to get in-depth results about every examined password policy. We structured the collected data by the following criteria:

- minimal and maximal password lengths
- mandatory, allowed, or forbidden character classes
- complexity class proposed by Shay et al. [16]
- pro-active dictionary and common passwords check
- additional comments about special password rules

Method: Testing Password Policies

To scrutinize real world password policies, we examined the top 100 sites on the web for Germany, according to the Alexa ranking in May 2016. Our process to test the password policies consisted of two stages. This is required because, the information about a website’s password policy is often concealed and not easily accessible. Thus, we require a suitable set of passwords to see whether a website accepts them or not.
Limitations
Our findings about policies are limited by three critical aspects. First, we could not create accounts on sites of banks, telecommunication or pay-tv providers, because they require offline registration. However, those only accounted for a small number of web sites. Second, the longest password in our test set consisted of 246 characters from a variety of classes. If services accepted it, we conclude that there was no length restriction, but the length restriction might just be larger. However, we expect only expert users will use such long credentials and we can assume that those handle reuse more appropriately. Last, we did not include emoji in the test set, because they caused problems with masked password fields. They are usually encoded as two characters and distort fulfillment of length and character set requirements.

Results
It was possible for us to create accounts on 83 out of 100 sites on-line. The 17 missing sites required offline registration or do not offer public registration at all. We found large consistencies, so that it was possible to come up with a password that fulfills 82 (~98.88%) of the tested policies.

Complexity Requirements
A well-established terminology to describe policies was proposed by Shay et al. They characterize the resulting password by describing the number of character classes or complexity. For instance, the class12 policy requires at least three different character classes in passwords of minimum length twelve. A comp8-policy demands at least eight characters, a lowercase and an uppercase letter, a digit, a symbol, and must pass a dictionary check – thus the result is considered a complex password. A 2word16-password must be at least 16 characters long and consist of at least two words separated by a non-letter sequence.

Our research showed that all of these password complexity requirements are actually used in the wild albeit not consistently. The highest complexity in terms of character diversification was a comp6 policy implemented on lidl.de – a German super market franchise. Also, 69.5% of websites use a basic policy that has length as a sole requirement (see Figure 1). The second largest group demanded at least 2 different character classes (13.3%). The ‘other’ label sums up the remaining complexity classes. They cover special cases of password rules, which do not necessarily prevent password reuse. For instance, paypal.com prevents users from including a character three times in a row, while this is okay for most other sites. Bahn.de requires three different characters, and disallows using the first name, last name or user name.

Password Length
Most sites require a minimal length of six to eight characters ($M = 6.3, SD = 1.9$, see Figure 2). 43 sites (51.8%) allowed passwords without a fixed maximum length, while the maximum length for the remaining 40 sites was 43 characters on average ($SD = 32$). It is also noteworthy that six websites (7%) allow passwords with a minimal length of one character, e.g. heise.de or chip.de that have an expectedly technical audience. It was surprising that also a website with high global traffic – wikipedia.org – implements a minimal length requirement of one character $^2$.

The upper bounds of minimum length and the lower bounds of maximum length rules do not intersect, which means that there is a ‘golden reusable password length’. 10 websites disallow passwords with up to 20 characters. The maximal password length for ikea.com (10 characters) is only one character longer than the minimal required length of yahoo.com (9 characters). In other words, a single password

---

$^2$ re-checked on January 10th 2017
Figure 2: Distribution of password length rules. We excluded maximum lengths beyond 245 characters.

with nine or ten characters could be reused across all sites, if length were the only requirement. Thus, neither complexity nor length requirements prevent password reuse.

Character Sets
Consequently, only the diverse range of character sets can be a limiting factor regarding non-modified reuse of a single password. All tested sites allow lowercase letters, uppercase letters, and digits. However, non-alphanumeric characters have a large variety of limitations. As shown in Table 2, some websites like live.com allow only a very small subset of non-alphanumeric characters. Some websites allow ASCII-printable characters only (google.com), while others accepted extended ASCII characters or even Unicode characters in passwords.

Among websites that do not reveal their accepted character set, some seem to keep an intransparent blacklist of specific forbidden symbols and characters. Spaces and line-breaks are often banned. For instance, netflix.com prevents the use of the tilde character — ‘~’ (Table 2, bottom). An outstanding case is lidl.de that gives a list of allowed characters which must be included at least once in the password to pass pro-active checks. Pornhub whitelists only two symbols that are prevented on most other sites. This leads to mutually exclusive policies, which ultimately prevent a 100% successful reuse rate.

Discussion
There were a number of instances where the policies seem either odd or counterintuitive, because they prevent stronger passwords by disallowing longer passwords containing a more diverse range of characters. Still, some services may benefit from introducing length or character restrictions in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Web site</th>
<th>Explicitly whitelisted symbols</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ebay.de</td>
<td>@#$%^+-_+=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gmx.net</td>
<td>!$%&amp;()^*+-./:;&lt;=&gt;?@[]^_{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-online.de</td>
<td>!$%&amp;()^*+-./:;&lt;=&gt;?@[]^_{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>live.com</td>
<td>@#$%^+-_+=</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mobile.de</td>
<td>$%&amp;? _+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pornhub.com</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chefkoch.de</td>
<td>äöüÄÖÜß , _, - !? .</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zeit.de</td>
<td>äöüÄÖÜß , ?::#&amp;()._+=/&lt;-&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lidl.de</td>
<td>@#$%^&amp;+=.:-!?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: We can see that many sites are mutually exclusive regarding the usage of certain symbols only by looking at a small subset of the tested sites. This list is not comprehensive, but gives a rough picture of current practice. The full data set is available on-line at https://github.com/mimuc/password-policy-dataset
terms of usability. For example, Netflix might disallow the tilde character because on-screen keyboards on TV sets do not necessarily bear this character. On pure web-oriented pages without evident non-browser usage, however, such rules limit the usage of randomly generated passwords. Wikipedia likely allows single-character passwords because no personal information is required during sign-up.

Despite the limitations, we found that policies fail to prevent password reuse, and this is understandable because they were likely never designed with this intention. However, a password that is between 9 and 10 characters long, that is not an English word and that contains only digits, lower- and uppercase ASCII characters is valid on 99% of the sites in our set (for example DenCHI2017). These “reuse-requirements” go beyond the NIST guidelines [4]. Thus, if such a password is reused, online attacks against it would likely fail, assuming a common threshold of 1 million guesses [21]. However, such passwords become a great risk if they are reused across the board. Users may be “lucky” and their preferred password fits just these requirements. Then it is unlikely that they are forced to modify it when creating new accounts. Consequently the likelihood of compromising multiple accounts at once increases with every registration. We thus propose a different approach to password policies that can help overcome this risk.

**Proposal: Dynamic Password Policies**

We propose to adjust the password policy if a system detects a password that could be widely used (see Figure 3). For example, from our audit we know that “opensesame!” would be valid on 84% of the websites under consideration. The high percentage indicates that the password could have been already reused too often. The dynamic policy then decides in a next step if the user needs to modify their first-choice password.

To make the policy less restrictive and more usable, the policy takes the website category into consideration. For example, many users keep password portfolios with semantic cues, e.g. one password for social networking, a different password for shopping and another one for one-time accounts. If the policy on a shopping site detects that the entered password is valid on all social networking sites, it requires a modification. The prediction model for reuse probability should also be informed by additional factors. For instance, the policy can evaluate typing patterns during password selection. These may give additional hints of reuse, e.g. if the user types the password with the same speed as the user-name, this may indicate that they have typed the password often in the past and classify it as reused.

For a real-word implementation of our concept, up-to-date information on the password policies of external sites is necessary. By now, we can already implement such dynamic policies based on our manual evaluation. However, an automated solution is preferable. To achieve this, a site’s password policy could be communicated using a markup language as recently proposed by Horsch et al. [10].

**Conclusion and Future Work**

We presented an audit of current password composition policies on the most visited web sites in Germany. To the best of our knowledge, we were the first to show that it is easily possible to find passwords that are accepted by 99% of these sites. This illustrates that the differences in current policies do not prevent password reuse. However, helping users to come up with smarter reuse strategies is an important topic to reduce both burden and security risks. Our future work will focus on password policies designed around password reuse. A first step in this direction is the proposed dynamic policy concept which we are currently finalizing and evaluating in terms of usability and security.
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